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Your task, as a group, is to become experts in one specialised area for both ‘The 
Manhunt’ and ‘Nettles’. 
 
Work as a team to gather as much information and evidence as you can in order to 
‘educate’ your classmates. Use the questions below to guide your exploration of the 
poems, but don’t feel restricted by them – they are intended as a starting point. 
 
Each expert group should work together to come up with an overview of its area in 
relation to both poems. You should aim to be analytical as well as descriptive, drawing 
attention to areas where the poems differ as well as where they are similar. Try to use 
evidence from the poems where you can. 
 
You have also been given a quotation from ‘Nettles’ that illustrates a key point in your 
area of expertise. Find one from ‘The Manhunt’ to match it – and don’t forget to explain 
the relevance of the quotations! 
 

Group one – Themes and issues 
 
Consider: 
 

 What event or situation does the poem describe? 

 Does this event take place in the past or the present, or is it ongoing? 

 What feelings and emotions are explored? 

 What is the attitude of the narrator towards the person who is the subject of 
the poem? How is this person presented? 

 
Quotation: 

 
‘The boy came seeking comfort’ 

 
 

Group two – Language 
 
Consider: 
 

 How is imagery used? 

 What is the effect of repetition? 

 How is language used to describe each loved one’s injuries? 

 Discuss the use of military/warlike language. 

 What other features of language are used 
 
Quotation: 

 
‘White blisters beaded on his tender skin.’ 
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Group three – Structure of the poem 
 
Consider: 
 

 Describe the rhythm of the poem. Is there any significance to this? 

 Describe the narrative viewpoint of the poem. 

 How does the poem begin, end and what happens in between? 

 Does the narrator come to any conclusion/discovery? At what point in the poem 
does this occur? 

 
Quotation: 

 
‘My son would often feel sharp wounds again.’ 

 
 

Group four – Tone 
 
Consider: 
 

 The tone at different points in the poem. 

 How language and structural devices contribute to the tone of the poem. 
 
Quotation: 

 
‘I took my billhook, honed the blade 
And went outside and slashed in fury with it’ 

 
 


